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 Pilot Tone (PT) is an emerging technology in the field of cardiac magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI). Its ability to effectively encode physiological motions has 
made it an attractive choice for cardiac MRI, where respiratory and cardiac motions are 
invariably present. PT is advantageous in cardiac MRI because of its high sampling rate 
and its ability to simultaneously encode cardiac and respiratory motions without 
interrupting the acquisition process. Typically, the cardiac signal extracted from PT data 
is of good quality; however, PT data can be excessively noisy and susceptible to 
electromagnetic interference and bulk motion artifact. To increase the robustness and 
reliability of the extracted cardiac signal from the PT data, it is imperative to enhance and 
optimize the data processing procedure. 
           This thesis focuses on the optimization of cardiac signal extraction and explores 
the hypothesis that by constructing bandwidth-optimized synthetic (BOSyn) channels 
from the measured raw PT data, the quality of the extracted cardiac signal can be 
significantly improved. By localizing the cardiac motion energy in the first few synthetic 
channels, BOSyn provides an avenue to perform channel pruning. These synthetic 
channels are generated from a linear combination of the measured PT channels. The 
weights that combine the measured PT channels into synthetic channels maximize the 
ratio of energy in the cardiac frequency range, called region-of-interest (ROI), to the 
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energy outside the ROI. The synthetic channels from BOSyn are sorted, with the first 
synthetic channel representing the highest relative energy in the ROI. After this 
procedure, the synthetic channels with small relative energy in the ROI are discarded to 
improve signal quality. The resulting synthetic channels can be processed further for 
cardiac motion extraction. 
           A study performed on 14 healthy volunteers’ PT data, with electrocardiogram 
(ECG) data as reference, highlights the merit of the BOSyn-based channel pruning for 
cardiac motion extraction. In summary, the proposed method was effective in improving 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging and its Applications 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) utilizes powerful magnetic fields and radio waves to 
noninvasively create images of organs and tissues. Generally, an MRI exam includes several 
runs or sequences, which makes the image acquisition an inherently slow process. The quality of 
acquired images directly depends on the patient’s ability to remain still during this long process.  
Cardiac MRI is a specific application of MRI that deals with detailed imaging of the areas within 
and around the heart. It serves as a tool to detect or monitor cardiac diseases and evaluate or 
monitor the heart's functionality and anatomy. Images obtained from cardiac MRI enable doctors 
to help diagnose problems related to the heart like coronary artery disease, cardiomyopathy, and 
heart valve disease. Therefore, it is imperative that the resulting images from a cardiac MRI scan 
are of diagnostic quality. 
1.2 Standard Cardiac MRI Setup and its Challenges 
1.2.1 Setup 
Cardiac MRI is a more challenging application of MRI because it involves imaging an organ that 
is in a constant state of motion. The heart’s periodic motion, as well as respiratory and bulk 
motion, make it quite challenging to obtain a detailed image of the heart [1]. Since the slow 
acquisition of MRI does not allow collecting all the required data in one heartbeat, the 
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acquisition is spread across multiple heartbeats. Traditional cardiac MRI techniques rely heavily 
on synchronization of the data acquisition with the cardiac and respiratory motion for artifact-
free imaging.  
In a traditional cardiac MRI setup, an electrocardiogram (ECG) provides real-time tracking of 
the cardiac motion. The MRI acquisition is synchronized with the ECG signal to capture data 
over many cardiac cycles. The data samples from multiple cardiac cycles are then aggregated to 
recover one high-quality beat. The synchronization is commonly based on R-wave detection 
because the R-wave can be reliably extracted from ECG data. 
For respiratory motion compensation, different techniques are implemented like breath-holding, 
respiratory bellows, and navigator echoes. Breath-holding is the most commonly used strategy in 
practice as it can eliminate respiratory motion. Respiratory bellows use pressure sensors to 
directly measure chest expansion. A more widely used approach for respiratory motion 
synchronization is navigator echoes which detect the position of the diaphragm during 
respiration. 
 
1.2.2 Challenges with Cardiac Motion Synchronization 
For a successful ECG setup and monitoring for cardiac MRI, the patient undergoes the time-
consuming process of electrode placement and, in some cases, shaving or clipping of chest hair. 
Most often, abrasive gels are used for skin cleaning to enable careful electrode placement. 
Cardiac motion synchronization using ECG in higher magnetic fields can be challenging. A 
stronger magnetic field produces a stronger MRI signal and, thus, better image quality. However, 
at magnetic fields of 3 Tesla or higher, the quality of ECG can be compromised due to the 
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motion of the conducting fluid (blood) in the magnetic field, also known as the 
magnetohydrodynamic effect or MHD [2]. (Figure 1)  
 
 
1.2.3 Challenges with Respiratory Motion Synchronization 
Breath-holding is commonly used to eliminate respiratory motion, and its successful 
implementation can be very patient-dependent. To generate diagnostic quality images, patients 
are instructed to hold their breath during the acquisition. In general, multiple breath-holds of 5-
20 second duration are required during the entire MRI scan that may take close to an hour to 
complete. This technique, however, can be unreliable because many patients are unable to hold 
their breath for the required time during scanning. Respiratory bellows can be used to track 
Figure 1. ECG traces at varying magnetic fields. 
Source: Adapted from [2] 
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respiratory motion but are not commonly used because they offer limited reliability. Navigator 
echoes are widely used for respiratory motion tracking. The signal generated by navigator echoes 
is used to limit the MRI acquisition to a specific phase of respiration. However, its setup requires 
additional time and expertise, and it is not compatible with many cardiac MRI sequences, for 
example, steady-state free precession sequence. 
1.3 Proposed Solution for Cardiac MRI Challenges 
The several limitations discussed in Section 1.2 highlight the need for a new and robust form of 
cardiac and respiration motion signal detection. A more efficient approach would entail tracking 
the respiratory and cardiac motion signals simultaneously regardless of the field strength.  
Two relatively new techniques have been proposed and studied to track physiological motions. 
The first approach, termed as self-gating, offers a viable alternative to ECG and navigator 
echoes. This technique relies on MRI data to extract the cardiac and respiratory motion. 
Although recent studies highlight the potential of self-gating to extract physiological motions 
reliably [3, 4], this technique requires sampling patterns that periodically pass through the center 
of the k-space, which can lower the acquisition efficiency and demand pulse sequence 
modification. Another emerging approach called PT, is based on detecting the mechanical 
activity of the organs in the thoracic cavity. PT can simultaneously track cardiac and respiratory 




Chapter 2. Pilot Tone Cardiac Signal Extraction 
 
2.1 Introduction to Pilot Tone 
PT is an emerging technology in the field of cardiac MRI that can be used for tracking the 
mechanical activity of the organs in the thoracic cavity [5, 6]. PT utilizes a local external RF 
transmitter that is placed on or close to the thoracic cavity while the subject or patient is scanned 
using the MRI. The simple setup is illustrated in Figure 2. The signal from this transmitter is 
modulated by the physiological motions and, thereby, provides real-time motion tracking for the 
respiratory and cardiac motions. The resulting modulated signal is picked up by the MR receiver 
coils placed around the thoracic cavity. The large bandwidth of MR receivers allows for the PT 
frequency to be selected outside the imaging bandwidth. The non-overlapping frequencies of PT 
and MRI ensure that PT can be separated from the MRI data. 
Additionally, PT is low-cost and can be integrated with any MRI application without additional 
setup time or modification to the pulse sequence [2]. This makes PT an attractive choice for 
physiological motion compensation and tracking when compared with the standard MRI setup 
described in Section 1.2. Furthermore, the quality of PT is not expected to be adversely affected 
by the magnetic field. Therefore, PT provides an efficient alternative that can circumvent the 





2.2 PT Channels and Signal Extraction 
From the signal measured at the MRI receiver coils, also called channels, the PT raw data is 
easily separated from the MRI signal due to the significant difference in their frequencies. To 
highlight the encoding capability of PT, it has been shown in [6] and [8] that there is detectable 
cardiac information stored in PT raw data that can be extracted for motion synchronization in 
cardiac MRI. Depending on the position of each channel with respect to the heart, the cardiac 
motion signal is encoded in all channels but to varying degrees. An example of a complex-valued 
PT channel is displayed in Figure 3. This data was collected over a span of roughly 300 seconds 
from a healthy subject. Both respiratory (slow cycles) and cardiac (fast cycles) signals are visible 
in the raw data.  
Figure 2. PT transmitter setup for subject prior to an MRI scan. 
Source: Adapted from [7] 
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In a recent study conducted by Bacher et al., it was observed that the cardiac motion was not 
localized to a single channel but was spread across all the PT channels [2]. Therefore, generally, 
all PT channels are jointly processed to extract the cardiac motion signal.  
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2.3 Previous Research and Findings in the Area of PT 
The signal received at each channel is a linear, unknown mixture of the physiological motions. 
Separating these sources, without prior knowledge of the source’s characteristics, can be posed 
as a blind source separation problem [10].  The recent work conducted by Bacher et al. describes 
an algorithm to extract the cardiac signal from the raw multi-channel PT data [2]. The algorithm 
is based on the combination of principal component analysis (PCA), independent component 
analysis (ICA), and bandpass filtering. PCA is primarily used to reduce the number of channels, 
and ICA is then employed to separate the respiratory and cardiac motion signals. More recently, 
Chen et al. also used a similar algorithm to successfully extract the cardiac and respiratory 
signals from patients’ PT data [9].  
The strong agreement between the PT-derived cardiac triggers and ECG triggers in the studies by 
Bacher et al. and Chen et al. points to the potential of replacing ECG with PT in the field of 
cardiac MRI. However, there are no studies that compare different algorithms for extracting the 
cardiac and respiratory signals from the raw PT data. Moreover, it is unclear whether this 
combination of PCA and ICA is robust to a low signal-to-noise ratio or the presence of 
electromagnetic interference.  
 
2.4 Challenges with PT  
Typically, the PT data is free from artifacts and has an adequate signal-to-noise ratio for cardiac 
signal extraction. However, due to long scan times, it not uncommon to see patient movements 
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and noise from surrounding electronics interfere with the PT signal. Also, the patient’s 
movement, a faulty receiver coil, or noise from electronics may not contaminate all PT channels 
equally; the contaminated PT data may have channels with varying signal quality. The 
inconsistencies in signal quality can make the extraction of the cardiac signal more challenging. 
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show a clean dataset and a dataset with a few corrupt channels, 
respectively. These two figures correspond to the datasets from 2 healthy subjects (A1 and A2) 
scanned for approximately 300 seconds on a 1.5 Tesla MRI scanner with the PT transmitter 
setup. Only five complex-valued channels (from a total of 24) are illustrated for visual 
comparison. It is evident that the data from A2 has more artifacts, perhaps, due to bulk motion. 
The periodic cardiac and respiratory motion signals are clearly visible in data from A1 (see 
Figure 4); however, these physiological motions are overwhelmed by strong intermittent 
interference in data from A2 (see Figure 5). By efficiently discarding the few corrupt channels, 
the encoded cardiac signal can still be recovered. Discarding these corrupt channels manually is 
feasible but not practical. Therefore, there is an unmet need to develop an automatic approach to 
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2.5 Possible Solution to PT Challenges   
To improve the extraction of cardiac signal from partially corrupt raw PT data, we propose an 
automatic method to suppress interference. For cardiac MRI, the concept of channel pruning has 
been explored previously for self-gating. Recently, a study by Feng et al. describes a spectral 
analysis-based channel pruning approach to facilitate cardiac signal extraction [11]. Although a 
similar procedure can be applied to PT, it does not take into account the vastly different signal-
to-noise ratios or artifact-levels of PT channels into account. In the following sections, we 
describe a processing pipeline to extract the cardiac signal from raw PT data. In addition, we 
propose a new channel pruning operation to improve its performance further.  
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Chapter 3. Cardiac Signal Extraction Pipeline 
3.1 Terminology 
!	– Number of PT samples collected 
!! – Number of PCA channels 
#	– Number of raw PT channels  
$" 	 ∈ {ℂ#×%} – Multi-channel complex-valued raw PT data  
$"& 	{∈ ℝ#×'%} – Real-valued PT data constructed by concatenation of real and imaginary parts  
$! 	{∈ ℝ#×#!} – Reduced PT data after the PCA processing 
$(	{∈ ℝ#×)} – Cardiac signal (one channel cardiac signal after the ICA processing) 
*	{∈ ℝ#×)}– Filtered cardiac signal  
** – PT-derived cardiac trigger locations  
+* – ECG-derived cardiac trigger locations  
3.2 Existing Pipeline for Cardiac Signal Extraction from PT Data 
 
The PT-derived cardiac triggers can be extracted using the pipeline recently proposed in [9]. The 
pipeline is shown in Figure 6 and is described below: 
• The complex-valued multi-channel raw PT data ($") is converted to real-valued multi-
channel PT data ($"&)	by concatenating the real and imaginary parts of	$". 
 
• For the purpose of dimensionality reduction,	$"& is processed using principal component 
analysis (PCA) to reduce the number of channels to !!. These !! channels correspond to 
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the set of the !! largest singular values. The resulting data $! has lower dimensions but 
preserves the salient features of $". 
 
• Independent component analysis (ICA) is then performed on $! to separate the 
physiological motions. To increase robustness and reliability, the ICA is repeatedly 
performed five times on $!  to get five possible choices for the cardiac signal. The energy 
of the five signals is compared in frequency domain and the signal with the highest peak 
in the bandwidth 0.5 Hz – 3 Hz range is selected as the cardiac signal ($(). 
 
• For noise suppression, $( is filtered with a bandpass filter with a bandwidth 0.5 Hz – 3 
Hz, to yield the filtered cardiac signal (*). Sign determination is applied using the 
approach in [12] to ensure that the cardiac signal has the correct polarity. 
 
• Cardiac signal triggers (**) are extracted by taking the first order derivative of * and 
performing peak selection on the negative peaks.  
 
 








































































































3.3 Pipeline Challenges and Need for Optimization 
The existing pipeline was used to test subjects A1 and A2 that were discussed previously in 
Section 2.4. The raw PT data and the resulting cardiac signals are shown in Figures 7, 8, 9, and 
10. When comparing the raw PT data from subjects A1 and A2 (Figures 7 and 9), it is clear that 
some of the channels in the data from A2 were corrupted, whereas the data from A1 was quite 
clean. The effect of using these channels in the existing pipeline can be observed more clearly in 
Figures 8 and 10. The cardiac signal from A1 is clean and semi-periodic; however, the cardiac 
signal from A2 is not accurate. In summary, the existing pipeline performs well for clean or 























Concatenated real and imaginary PT channels, subject A1 
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Cardiac signal, subject A2 
 



















Figure 9. Concatenated real and imaginary channels of PT, subject A2. 
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3.4 Optimization of the Existing Pipeline 
 
3.4.1 ROVir Concept 
Beamforming is a strategy used in the field of sensor array processing to maximize the signal of 
interest and minimize the interference signal. A recently proposed approach, region-optimized 
virtual coils (ROVir), introduced by Kim D. et al., illustrates an application of beamforming 
concepts for MRI coil compression [13]. In MRI, the field-of-view (FOV) is typically larger than 
the region-of-interest (ROI). Also, the MRI receiver coils are physically displaced from one 
another and thus modulate the FOV differently. ROVir seeks to linearly combine physical 
channels (receiver coils) to create virtual channels, called ROVir coils. These ROVir coils are 
sorted such that the ratio of the signal energy inside the ROI to outside the ROI is maximum in 
the first channel and minimum in the last channel. This sorting strategy allows a natural way to 
discard some of the latter coils that have small relative energy inside the ROI. Subsequently, a 
smaller number of compressed ROVir coils can then be used for further processing. Compared to 
the original coils, ROVir coils may improve the image quality by discarding signals outside the 










3.5 BOSyn channels: bandwidth-optimized synthetic channels 
 
3.5.1 Terminology for BOSyn 
Some of the terminologies used below have been described in Section 3.1. 
H – Hermitian or conjugate transpose 
!+ – Number of raw PT channels 
!, – Number of synthetic channels after BOSyn processing  
!- –  Number of frequency domain samples in ROI 
!* – Number of frequency domain samples in INR 
/	{∈ ℂ#×#"}	 – Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) matrix 
/-./ 	{∈ ℂ##	×#"} – 012 selected in frequency domain 
//#- 	{∈ ℂ#$	×#"} – Interference region (INR) selected in frequency domain  
3	{∈ ℂ#"×#"}	– Inter-channel frequency domain correlation matrix of PT data within 012  
Figure 11. Illustration of original MRI coils and ROVir coils. 
Source: Adapted from [11]. 
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4	{∈ ℂ#"×#"}	– Inter-channel frequency domain correlation matrix of PT data in 2!0  
520	{∈ ℝ)×#"}	– Signal-to-Interference Ratio 
6 {∈ ℂ#"×#"}	–  Columns of this matrix are used as weights to create BOSyn channels 
7{∈ ℝ)×#"} – Eigen values corresponding to the eigen vectors (columns) in 6 
3.5.2 Optimized Pipeline Setup 
In this work, we propose a method to automatically prune PT channels. This technique is adapted 
from the ROVir approach to create BOSyn channels. These BOSyn channels can be used as 
inputs to the existing pipeline in place of the raw PT channels. The strategy for designing BOSyn 
channels is illustrated in Figure 12, and its main steps are described below. 
1. With the raw PT data ($") as input, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is performed along 
the time dimension to create a new matrix, /.	 
2. / is then decomposed into two non-overlapping regions /-./ and //#-. /-./ is selected to 
be -4 Hz to 4 Hz region to include the cardiac signal and its harmonics. //#- is selected to 
be all frequencies below -6 Hz and above 6 Hz. 
3. Hermitian symmetric matrices 3 and 4 are computed using Equations 1 and 2, 
respectively. 
 
3 = /-./1 /-./  
 
Equation 1:  Inter-channel frequency domain correlation matrix 




4. 6 and 7 are calculated via a generalized eigenvalue decomposition of 4 and 3 (see 
Equation 3). Then, 7 and 6 are sorted in descending order based on 7. The 520 is 
computed using 6,4, and	3(see Equation 4). As the columns of 6 are already sorted 
based on 7, it is observed that the first column 6), maximizes the 520 criterion.  
 
Equation 2:  Inter-channel frequency domain correlation matrix 
of PT data in 2!0 
4 = //#-1 //#-  
362 = 72462  
(=ℎ?@?	A ∈ 1,… ,!+) 





5. From a total of !+ columns of 6, only the first !, columns are used for performing a 
linear combination of $" to yield the BOSyn channels.  
For visual illustrations, raw PT data from subject A2 was used for comparing the BOSyn 
channels and raw PT channels; see Figures 13 and 14. As expected, the energy in the first !, 
BOSyn channels (12 channels for subject A2) is localized to -4 Hz to 4 Hz range. Compared 
to the PT channels in Figure 10, BOSyn channels in Figure 15 have a diminished level of 
interference. For trigger detection and subsequent analysis, these BOSyn coils are fed into 
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Concatenat d real and imaginar  BOSy  channels, subject A2 
Figure 15. Real and imaginary parts of the first 12 BOSyn channels, subject A2. 
Compared to Figure 10, an improvement in signal quality is evident. 
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Chapter 4. Methodology 
4.1 Experimental Validation 
For validation, 14 healthy subjects were scanned on a 1.5 Tesla MRI scanner with the PT setup 
described in Figure 2. Most subjects were scanned for approximately 300 seconds and a few 
were scanned for approximately 600 seconds. For all 14 subjects both PT data and ECG data 
were acquired simultaneously. The pulse sequence used for all 14 subjects was Gradient Echo 
(GRE) based 4-D flow sequence. The sampling rate for ECG signal was 2.5 milliseconds (for all 
14 datasets). The sampling rate for the PT signal varied among different subjects but were all 
within the range of 4.2 milliseconds and 4.8 milliseconds; see Table 1. 
All 14 datasets were analyzed using the existing pipeline and the optimized pipeline (BOSyn 
channels + existing pipeline).  
4.2 Terminology used for comparing PT derived cardiac triggers and ECG triggers 
Some of the terminologies used below were explained in Sections 3.1 and 3.5.1.  
False Positive (FP) – Absence of an +* trigger in the range of ±0.4 seconds of a given ** 
trigger. 
False Negative (FN) – Absence of a ** trigger in the range of ±0.4 seconds of a given +* 
trigger. 
Paired / Matched – A ** trigger is present in the range of ±0.4 seconds of a given +* trigger. 
 
After the ** and +* triggers are extracted using peak-picking, a small preliminary search is done 
for the purpose of trigger alignment. Since ECG and PT are sensitive to the electrical and 
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mechanical activities, respectively, a slight offset is routinely observed between the locations of 
the ** and +* triggers. To correct for this offset, for each ECG trigger, the distance of the nearest 
PT trigger is computed and stored. Then a simple offset correction is carried out by subtracting 
the median value of all the pairwise distances from ** . Once the ** and +* triggers are aligned 
they are binned into FN, FP, and paired triggers. The standard deviations of the pairwise 
distances between the matched  ** and +* triggers are also computed. (See Table 1) 
 
Figure 16 provides a visual interpretation of how ** and +* are paired after the alignment 
process. When a ** trigger is within 0.4 seconds on either side of an +* trigger, then it is 
concluded that those 2 triggers arise from the same heartbeat and thus match. In addition, the 
locations of FP and FN triggers are highlighted along with the region for matched or paired ** 








































































































































































































The results highlighted in Table 4.1 can be interpreted as follows: 
• Nine out of the 14 datasets resulted in a comparable performance between the existing 
pipeline and the optimized pipeline. These datasets were visually clean, and the observed 
results were just as expected. The difference of 2-3 triggers among these datasets is well 
within the 5% error threshold that was hypothesized in this study. 
 
• Four out of the 15 datasets resulted in significantly better performance for the optimized 
pipeline compared to the existing pipeline. The datasets 5 and 8 had only a few corrupt 
channels in the raw PT data, and the optimized pipeline was able to eliminate most of the 
FP and FN triggers. However, datasets 7 and 9 had a large number of severely corrupt 
channels. For these two datasets, the optimized pipeline provided an improvement over 
the existing pipeline but was unable to remove some of the FP and FN triggers. It is 
unlikely that the PT data would be corrupted to this degree. The primary reason for 
including these datasets in the study was to test the robustness of the optimized pipeline. 
Also, datasets 7 and 9 may benefit from additional optimization to the signal extraction 
process.  
 
• Dataset 12 was the only one where the optimized pipeline performed slightly poorly 
compared to the existing pipeline. In particular, the number of FP and FN triggers 
increased from 0 and 1 to 4 and 15, respectively. Since the cardiac signal extracted from 
the optimized pipeline was visually cleaner than the one extracted using the existing 
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pipeline (see Figure 17), it was not clear why the optimized pipeline had higher instances 
of FP and FN triggers. We conjecture that a possible area for failure for dataset 12 could 
be the error in trigger alignment between the PT-derived triggers and the ECG-derived 
triggers. The trigger alignment step explained in Section 4.2 is crucial in the detection of 
matched, FP, and FN triggers. A misalignment by a single trigger can lead to a significant 



































Extracted cardiac signal from existing pipeline, dataset 12 
 






Figure 17. A visual depiction of the extracted cardiac signal from the existing and optimized 
cardiac pipeline. 
The signals over the span of 10 seconds are shown for comparison. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work 
5.1 Summary and Conclusion 
Extraction of the cardiac and respiratory signal is essential for generating diagnostic quality 
images in cardiac MRI. PT-based physiological motion extraction is an emerging avenue, but it 
needs to be validated and optimized. This work presents a unique approach to compress the raw 
PT channels into synthetic channels which can help eliminate artifacts and interference. Based on 
the results from the study conducted on 14 subjects, we conclude that the presented optimized 
pipeline provides an improvement over the existing pipeline in terms of trigger extraction, 
accuracy and precision.  
5.2 Future Work 
In the future, we will validate this technique using data from patients. Note, patients with cardiac 
diseases often have arrhythmias and thus have more irregular cardiac signals. This will be 
important to evaluate the generalizability of the optimized pipeline. Moreover, we will further 
optimize the process of alignment between ECG-derived triggers and PT-derived triggers. The 
alignment might have contributed to some of the FP and FN triggers observed in Table 1. 
Finally, although we have exclusively focused on the cardiac signal extraction in this work, the 
proposed pipeline can benefit the extraction of the respiratory signal as well. This hypothesis will 
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